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KEY FINDINGS

Newgate Research conducted a nationally representative online survey of n=1,523 Australian residents in early
May 2020, exploring community sentiment regarding travel and leisure as COVID-19 restrictions begin to ease.

LEISURE VENUES & ACTIVITIES

DOMESTIC LEISURE TRAVEL

REGIONAL COMMUNITIES

♦ Outdoor spaces and food/beverage services
should expect immediate patronage once
restrictions are lifted - with expectations that people
will spend more time in parks and playgrounds in
particular.

♦ Compared to before the pandemic, 28% are now more
interested in travelling domestically for leisure.
However a similar proportion (27%) say they are now less
interested, while 45% feel their level of interest has not
changed.

♦ There is strong support among
regional communities for an
increase in domestic visitors, with
70% saying it would have positive
impacts and only 8% believing there
will be negative impacts.

♦ However, a slower recovery is likely for cultural
institutions and major events - with a third saying
they won't be returning to those venues until at least
November.

♦ Visiting family and friends is a key reason for anticipated
trips, alongside seeking relaxation and a family holiday.
One in five are also interested in travelling to bushfireaffected areas to support those regional communities.

TRAVEL INTENTION & CONCERNS

♦ Queensland tops the destination list of would-be
interstate travellers, with 34% of travel-interested
residents in other jurisdictions saying it would be their
most likely destination for a domestic leisure trip.

♦ When asked what they miss the most about
travelling, top mentions included visiting
family/friends and exploring new places/cultures followed by having freedom to travel and the ability
to take a break from day-to-day routine.
♦ Nearly two in five expect to travel within their
own state/territory within the next two months,
while one in five expect to travel interstate. Few
anticipate overseas travel for at least six months.

♦ On average, would-be domestic leisure visitors expect
to spend approximately 5 nights away from home on
their next trip.
♦ Three quarters expect to maintain or increase their
spending despite COVID-19.

OVERSEAS LEISURE TRAVEL
♦ Two in five expect to travel
overseas within the next year.
♦ New Zealand is by far the most
likely destination – it is seen as no
more risky than travelling interstate
within Australia.
♦ One in three are interested in
visiting New Zealand and 37% of
those are interested in doing so
within the next six months.

♦ In terms of transport preferences: Seven in ten expect
to use private car for at least part of their next domestic
leisure trip, while a third expect to also fly during that trip.

♦ Those more likely to travel in the shorter term
are travel enthusiasts, higher-income earners,
inner-city urbanites, males, Millennials and parents
of school-age children. Those with family living
interstate or overseas are also eager to visit within
the next six months.

♦ Self-drive is likely to be the most palatable form of
transport in the short term, though on balance there are
more people confident than nervous about most forms of
transport on their next trip – and there are more people
confident about flying than taking a public bus, taxi or
Uber.

♦ Fear of COVID-19 is a major barrier to travel in
general and a particularly strong deterrent to
overseas travel – alongside affordability concerns.

♦ Leisure activities: Aside from general sight-seeing, food
and wine experiences were the most popular activities for
would-be domestic visitors – followed by shopping, naturebased activities and participatory sports such as golf,
watersports and snowsports.
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RESEARCH APPROACH AND SAMPLE
Online survey

Sample breakdown

10-minute online survey.

Smaller states and territories were oversampled to allow analysis at
jurisdiction level.

Participants sourced from a professional market research
panel.

National sample
A sample of n=1,523 Australian residents aged 18yrs+.
7%
(110)

Margin of error +/- 2.5% (95% confidence interval) for
estimates made using the total sample.
Quotas set on gender, age and location. Data weighted to
match these splits with ABS population data.

15%
(225)

15%
(225)

10%
(153)

17%
(258)

Fieldwork dates

10%
(150)

Friday 8th May – Monday 11th May 2020.
Survey launched after National Cabinet announcement
outlining roadmap for easing restrictions related to COVID-19.

10%
(151)

16%
(251)

Notes to the reader
The base (number and type of participants asked each question) and the actual survey questions are shown at the bottom of each page.
All questions were examined for statistically significant differences by demographic and attitudinal subgroups, where meaningful in the
context of the question. Where differences have not been discussed, it should be assumed that no differences existed or were noteworthy.
Results may not always total 100% due to rounding or multiple-response questions.
To ensure data reliability, results are typically only shown when the sample sizes are at least n=30.
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LEISURE VENUES
Intention, frequency and recovery
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LEISURE VENUES – INTENTION
While three in five expect to visit cafés / restaurants and parks / playgrounds before the end of
June, a third won’t attend cultural institutions or major sporting events until at least November.
Within next At least
2 months 6 months

When do you expect to next visit these places? (% All respondents)
Cafés / restaurants

31

Parks / playgrounds

36

The beach

23

Cinemas

11

The gym

11

Pubs / Bars / Nightclubs
6

Theatres

6

Public swimming pool/s
5

23

16

7

14

10

19

14

25

21

11

8 3

12

58

11

5

15

40

21

10

14

30

28

47

25

13

26

25

21

23

20

32

27

18

33

40

17

25

32

15

32

7

20

22
19

59

6
27

14

10

17

28

12
7

18

17

15

4

25

23

19

12

Museums / Galleries

Sporting events (as a spectator)

27

12

19
15

14
9

19

13

Within the next month

In 1 to 2 months’ time

In 3 to 6 months’ time

In 7 to 12 months’ time

Not for at least another year

Not likely to visit at all

Source: Q1. If COVID-19 related restrictions allow it, when do you expect that you will next visit the following places?
Base: All respondents (n=1,523)..

8 3

Darker shading indicates
top three results.
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LEISURE VENUES – FREQUENCY
While the majority do not expect to change their habits, a quarter or more say they will spend less
time at most venues on our list – though a fifth say they will spend more time in parks or playgrounds.
Less
often

More
often

8

30

12

11

27

9

Once restrictions are lifted will you visit these places…? (% All respondents)
Pubs / Bars / Nightclubs

14

Public swimming pool/s

16

16

Theatres

12

12

15

15

Sporting events (as a spectator)
Museums / Galleries

11

Cinemas

11

The gym
7

The beach

7

Parks / playgrounds

6

8

53

6 3

54

13

52

12
54

9

52

16
11

58

A little less often

9

27

10

8

4

9

28

11

7 2

8

23

10

6

25

15

12

23

13

3

22

22

5

18

18

4

15

22

About the same

A little more often

5

6
16

59

9

Much less often

4

10
7

52

4

6

59

14
14

Cafés / restaurants

50

12
16

Much more often

6
6
6

Unsure

Darker shading
indicates the stronger
result for each row.

Source: Q2. Once restrictions are lifted, do you think you will visit these places more or less often than you did prior to the coronavirus pandemic, or about the same?
Base: All respondents (n=1,523)..
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LEISURE VENUES – RECOVERY
Outdoor spaces and food/beverage services should expect more immediate and sustained patronage
once restrictions are lifted, while a slow recovery is likely for cultural institutions and major events.
Leisure activities – Intention to visit
A lot more
often

Parks / playgrounds
Cafes / restaurants

Visit frequency

The beach

A slow recovery is likely for
the arts and sporting events.

People hope to spend
time outdoors and to eat
out as soon as possible
– and will value these
things more than before.

Cinemas

Museums / Galleries
Theatres
The gym

A lot less
often

Pubs / Bars / Nightclubs

While people are eager to get back to
gyms and pubs, they may not visit as
often as they did previously.
Within the
next month

Sporting events (as a
spectator)
Public swimming pool/s

Not for at least
another year
When will next visit

Source: Q1. If COVID-19 related restrictions allow it, when do you expect that you will next visit the following places? Q2. Once restrictions are lifted, do you think you
will visit these places more or less often than you did prior to the coronavirus pandemic, or about the same?
Base: All respondents (n=1,523)..
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TRAVEL OVERVIEW
Intentions, perceptions and concerns
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WHAT PEOPLE MISS ABOUT TRAVEL
Connecting with friends and family, going somewhere for the first time, experiencing different
cultures, escape from the everyday and having the freedom to travel are the main things that people
are missing.
What is the main thing you miss about travelling?
(% Valid responses)
Visiting / spending time with family and friends

22

Visiting / exploring new places and cultures

21

Freedom / Spontaneity

13

Getaway / Break from routine

Especially those aged 25-29yrs (22%) or
who live in capital city inner suburbs (12%)

6

Sightseeing / Scenery

5

Fun / Excitement / Adventure

5

Meeting new people / Socialising

5
Especially parents of children
aged 0-2yrs (29%)

4
3

Other
Do not miss travel / Not interested in travel

Especially those who prefer
to travel alone (17%)

7

Relax / Unwind

Nature / Outdoors / Camping / Fishing

Especially those aged 18-34yrs (29%) or
who live in capital cities (29%)

10

Food (trying new food / dining experiences)

Safety / Travelling without fear

Especially those aged
55yrs+ (29%) or who have
family interstate (30%)

16
6

Includes: beaches/seaside, events, shopping,
road trips, flying, going somewhere warm,
going overseas and planning & anticipation.

Source: D2. Given the current restrictions on travel, what is the main thing you miss about travelling?
Base: All respondents who provided a meaningful response (n=1,223)
Note: Categories coded from open-ended text responses. All themes coded into Other had <3% responses.
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WHAT PEOPLE MISS ABOUT TRAVEL
In their own words…

GETAWAY

FREEDOM

FRIENDS & FAMILY

“Having some time off the
regular humdrum of life and
work”

“Being able to go when and
where I like. I am likely to
choose escorted tours a bit
more”

“Visiting my Dad at his farm. The kids miss
seeing Pop.”

“Away from home you tend to
worry less about everyday
issues”

“Getting away for the
weekend on a spur of the
moment trip”
“Freedom to go where I
would like to visit”

“I have no family in the NT, so to travel means I
can see family”
“All my family live overseas. With the current
situation it’s super hard to know when I am
going to visit and see them again”

SAFETY
“Travel without worrying about
the virus, worrying if anyone
around you is infected without
you or them knowing, travel
worry free with young kids”
“Scared to book my dream
holiday to the UK”
“I miss travel but don't think I will
until there is a vaccine”

DISCOVERY
FOOD
“Delicious local restaurant,
the biggest motivation is to
taste the cuisine of different
countries and regions”
“To enjoy and experience
food in restaurants that are
considered famous in the
regions I travel to”

“The excitement of discovering and
experiencing different cultures, food and
history”
“Seeing the way other people live their lives”
“I am here with working holiday visa and I
wanna see more places it make me sad”

Source: D2. Given the current restrictions on travel, what is the main thing you miss about travelling?
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TRAVEL INTENTIONS
Nearly two in five Australians expect to travel within their own state/territory within the next 2 months
and one in five expect to travel interstate. Few anticipate travelling overseas for at least six months.
Expected timing of next trip
All respondents

Regular travellers
NB: ‘Regular’ was self-defined by respondents.

Intrastate

Interstate

Leisure travellers

46%
Within 2mths

37%
64%

Intrastate

Interstate

Overseas

7%

47%

24%

10%

20%

75%

58%

32%

21%

18%
70%

Within 6mths

Overseas

51%

46%

Business travellers

NB: Figures in boxes represent significant shifts in travel intentions in the
three weeks since the TTF survey was conducted.

Within 2mths

20%

12%

7%

46%

37%

19%

Within 6mths

33%

23%

15%

77%

65%

42%

Source: Q3. If travel restrictions allow it, when do you think you will next travel for the following reasons?
Base: All respondents (n=1,523); Regular business travellers (n=250); Regular leisure travellers – domestic (n=855), Regular overseas travellers (n=564).
Note: Regular travellers were self-identified. Breakout results are from Newgate tracker 1-3 June (n=1,200)
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LEISURE TRAVEL – PRIORITY COHORTS
Those more likely to want to travel in the shorter term are travel enthusiasts, higher-income earners,
inner-city urbanites, males, Millennials and parents of school-age children. Those with family living
interstate or overseas are also eager to visit within the next six months.

Likely to travel interstate
in next 2 months (18% overall):

Likely to travel intrastate
in next 2 months (37% overall):

Likely to travel overseas
in next 2 months (7% overall):

• ACT residents (65%)
• NT residents (56%)
• Live in a rural area (50%)

• ACT residents (47%)
• Millennials aged 18 to 34 years (26%)
• Parents of school-age children (25%)

• Millennials aged 18 to 34 years (14%)
• Live in a capital city – inner suburbs (13%)
• Parents of school-age children (12%)

•
•
•
•
•

• Live in capital city – inner suburbs (24%)
• Regular domestic leisure travellers (24%)
• Would like to travel more (20%)

• Regularly travel overseas (10%)
• Males (10%)

Work in a tourism/transport sector (48%)
Regular domestic leisure travellers (47%)
Would like to travel more (43%)
Higher-income h’holds of $40k+ (42%)
Enjoy travelling to new places (42%)

• Males (41%)

Likely to travel interstate
in next 6 months (46% overall):

Likely to travel overseas
in next 6 months (20% overall):
• Non-citizens / Visa holders (39%)

• ACT residents (83%)
• NT residents (75%)

•
•
•
•
•

ACT residents (72%)
Regular domestic leisure travellers (58%)
Higher-income h’holds of $100k+ (54%)
Millennials aged 18 to 34 years (54%)
Parents of school-age children (53%)

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Love luxury travel (53%)
Have family living interstate (51%)
Males (51%)
Would like to travel more (51%)
Enjoy travelling to new places (50%)

• Males (26%)
• Would like to travel more (22%)

Likely to travel intrastate
in next 6 months (64% overall):

Regular domestic leisure travellers (75%)
Would like to travel more (70%)
Higher-income h’holds of $40k+ (69%)
Enjoy travelling to new places (69%)
Have children of any age (68%)

Millennials aged 18 to 34 years (38%)
Regularly travel overseas (32%)
Parents of school-age children (30%)
Live in a capital city – inner suburbs (29%)
Have family living overseas (26%)

• Males (68%)
Source: Q3. If travel restrictions allow it, when do you think you will next travel for the following reasons?
Base: All respondents (n=1,523); base sizes vary per sub-group.
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LEISURE TRAVEL – KEY BARRIERS
Along with affordability, fear of coronavirus is a major barrier to travel across all destinations and it is
a particularly strong deterrent to overseas travel.
For what reason(s) are you unlikely to travel in the next 12 months?
(% those unlikely to travel to each destinations for leisure)

Intrastate

Interstate

Wo rried about coronavirus risks

30

Cannot afford it

30
25

Have other priorities

24

Not interested in travel

37
34

Wo rried about coronavirus risks

22

Prefer to travel within my own
State/Territory

20

Not interested in travel

18

10

Not able to travel due to mobility
restrictions

7
2

40

Cannot afford it

30

Prefer to travel within Australia

21
14

Not interested in travel

9

Prefer to travel overseas
Not able to travel for other
reasons

54

Wo rried about coronavirus risks

Have other priorities

15

Prefer to travel elsewhere

Have no annual leave available

Overseas

Cannot afford it

Have other priorities

Not able to travel due to mobility
restrictions

Fear of
coronavirus is
common across
all demographic
profiles

7

Not able to travel for other
reasons

6

Not able to travel for other
reasons

5

Not able to travel due to mobility
restrictions

5

Have no annual leave available

4

Have no annual leave available

5

Those aged
55 plus and
those who live
in regional
areas are
more likely to
prefer
travelling
within
Australia

Source: Q24 // Q25 // Q26. You indicated you are unlikely to travel within [state / territory] // interstate // overseas in the next 12 months. Which, if any, of the following
reasons describe why you are unlikely to travel?
Base: All unlikely to travel in next 12 months; Intrastate (n=314), Interstate (n=477), Overseas (n=950).
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LEISURE TRAVEL
Within Australia
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DOMESTIC LEISURE TRAVEL – INTEREST & PURPOSE
Compared to before the pandemic, 28% are now more interested in travelling domestically for
leisure – with visiting family and friends a key reason for travel once restrictions are eased.
Interest in domestic leisure travel
(% All respondents)

10

19

11

28%

15

more interested

27%
less interested
45

A lot less interested
A little less interested
Does not change your level of
interest
A little more interested
A lot more interested

Reason for first domestic leisure trip
(% Respondents interested in domestic
leisure travel)

Especially
those aged
55yrs+, living
in regional
areas, or with
Visit friends and relatives
family
interstate
Especially
To relax
those
Especially
aged 18-34yrs
those
Family holiday
aged
35-54yrs, with
Beach holiday
children, or on
higher h’hold
incomes of
Country getaway
$100k+

One in five (20%) are also
interested in travelling to
support fire-affected
communities – including 5%
who say this would be their
first trip after lockdown.

Reasons for
all future trips
32
19
15
9
8
6

City break
To support regions affected by
bushfires
Health and wellness experiences
To experience Indigenous
cultures
Another reason

5
3
1
3

51
52
35
29
27
23
20
12
7
6

Source: Q7. Compared to before the COVID-19 pandemic, would you say you are more or less interested in travelling within Australia for leisure or personal reasons?
All respondents (n=1,523)
Q14. If restrictions allow it, for what reason(s) are you likely to travel within Australia in the next 12 months? Q15. Once COVID-19 related restrictions allow it, what will
your first trip within Australia be for? Base: Respondents interested in domestic leisure travel (n=1,266)
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DOMESTIC LEISURE TRAVEL – INTERSTATE TRIPS
Queensland tops the destination list of would-be interstate travellers, with 34% of interested
residents in other jurisdictions saying it would be their most likely destination for a leisure trip.
NORTHERN TERRITORY (11%)
No statistically significant differences,
though Queenslanders are indicatively
most interested (15%)

QUEENSLAND (34%)
Especially among residents of
NSW (49%) and Victoria (45%)

WESTERN AUSTRALIA (11%)
No statistically significant differences,
though North Territorians and
Tasmanians are indicatively most
interested (both 16%)

NSW (29%)
Especially among residents of the
ACT (66%), Queensland (48%)
and Victoria (46%)
ACT (10%)
Especially among residents of NSW (16%)
SOUTH AUSTRALIA (13%)
No statistically significant differences,
though North Territorians are
indicatively most interested (23%)

VICTORIA (22%)
Especially among residents
of Tasmania (44%), SA
(42%) and WA (35%)

TASMANIA (14%)
No statistically significant
differences, though Victorians are
indicatively most interested (18%)

There were few other differences by
demographic or attitudinal traits.

Source: Q10. If restrictions allow it, which Australian state(s) / territory(ies) would you be most likely to visit for leisure or personal reasons within the next 12 months
Base: Respondents interested in interstate domestic leisure travel (n=1,045)
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DOMESTIC LEISURE TRAVEL – DESTINATIONS
Including the preferences of both interstate and intrastate leisure visitors, the most sought-after
regions within each state or territory are as follows…

NORTHERN TERRITORY
• Darwin, 67%
• Kakadu / Arnhem, 47%
• Alice Springs / Uluru, 44%
• Katherine, 36%

QUEENSLAND
• Gold Coast, 53%
• Sunshine Coast / Noosa, 36%
• Brisbane, 30%
• Tropical North Queensland, 20%
• The Whitsundays, 13%
• Queensland Outback, 11%
• Fraser Coast, 7%

NSW
• Sydney, 52%
• North Coast / Byron Bay, 22%
• South Coast, 21%
• Central Coast, 18%
• Snowy Mountains, 14%
• Hunter / Mid-North Coast, 13%
• Elsewhere in NSW, 20%

WESTERN AUSTRALIA
• Perth / Fremantle, 75%
• Margaret River, 46%
• Coral Coast, 33%
• Outback WA, 30%
• Broome / Kimberleys, 30%

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
• Adelaide / Adelaide Hills, 54%
• Barossa / Clare Valleys, 41%
• Kangaroo Island, 33%
• Eyre / Port Lincoln, 26%
• Flingers Ranges / Outback, 21%
• Yorke Peninsula, 14%
• Limestone Coast, 14%

VICTORIA
• Melbourne, 69%
• Great Ocean Road, 16%
• Yarra Valley, 14%
• Lakes / Gippsland, 12%
• Mornington / Phillip Island, 10%
• The Grampians, 9%
• Victorian Snowfields, 7%
• Macedon Ranges, 5%
• Elsewhere in Victoria, 30%

TASMANIA
• Hobart, 69%
• Launceston / Tamar, 55%
• Port Arthur, 35%
• West Coast, 31%
• East Coast, 31%
• Elsewhere in Tasmania, 33%

Source: Q11/Q12. If restrictions allow it, which of these regions in [state/territory] would you be likely to visit for leisure or personal reasons within the next 12 months?
Base: Respondents interested in domestic leisure travel to each state/territory (n=81-349)
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DOMESTIC LEISURE TRAVEL – NIGHTS & EXPENDITURE
On average, would-be domestic leisure visitors expect to spend approximately 5 nights away
from home on their next trip. Three quarters expect to maintain or increase their spending
despite COVID-19.
Number of nights spent away from home
(% Interested in domestic leisure travel)

5
12

5

4

0 nights / Day trip

approximate average
length of trip
anticipated for next
overnight domestic
leisure trip
42

2

5

5 nights

Trip expenditure compared to usual
(% Interested in domestic leisure travel)

1 night
27

2 nights
3-7 nights
8-14 nights

9

15

A lot less

75%
expect to maintain or
increase their usual
spending on their next
domestic leisure trip

16
A little less

About the same

A little more
More than 14 nights
Unsure

MORE LIKELY TO STAY LONGER
• From a rural area (7.1 nights)
• Aged 55yrs+ (7.0 nights)
• Living in the NT (6.8 nights), Tasmania (6.4) or WA (6.0)
• Parents of adult children (6.6 nights)
• Have relatives in other states (5.9 nights)
• Frequent domestic leisure travellers (5.8 nights)
• Australian citizens (5.7 nights)

58

A lot more

MORE LIKELY TO MAINTAIN OR INCREASE SPENDING
• Aged 55yrs+ (89%)
• Parents of adult children (86%)
• Australian citizens (80%)
• H’hold finances not impacted by COVID-19 (80%)
• Frequent domestic leisure travellers (78%)

Source: Q14. Thinking about the next time you travel within Australia for leisure or personal reasons, for how long do you expect to be away from home? Q18. Which
one of the following statements best describes **how much you will spend** when you next travel within Australia for leisure or personal reasons?
Base: Respondents interested in domestic leisure travel (n=1,266). Note: Average number of nights for total sample is 5.3
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DOMESTIC LEISURE TRAVEL – ACCOMMODATION
Around 69% expect to stay at a hotel, motel or other form of commercial accommodation; 41% would
stay at an Airbnb or other holiday let; and 36% also say they would stay with friends or family.
Type of accommodation for next trip
(% Interested in domestic leisure travel)

Stay with friends / family

36

Mid-range hotel

26

Cottage / Cabin / Chalet

15

Budget hotel

15

Bed & Breakfast

14

Boutique hotel

Serviced apartment /
Holiday unit

13

25
Beach house

Resort

19

12

Camping

11

Caravan
Motel

Airbnb

7

19

18

Hostel

6

Farm stay

5

Glamping
5-star hotel

16

Houseboat

5
3

Source: Q17. What type(s) of accommodation would you be likely to use when you next travel within Australia for leisure or personal reasons
Base: Respondents interested in domestic leisure travel (n=1,266)
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DOMESTIC LEISURE TRAVEL – TRANSPORT
Seven in ten expect to use a private car for at least part of their next domestic leisure
trip, while a third expect to also fly during that trip.
Likely modes of transport used on next domestic leisure trip
(% Interested in domestic leisure travel)

Especially with those
with children (76%).

71

Especially those who: love luxury travel (40%), enjoy
travelling to new places (36%), would like to travel more
(35%), are regular domestic leisure travellers (35%), or
have relatively higher household incomes of $40k+ (35%).

Especially parents of school-age children
(22%), inner-city urbanites (22%) and
those who love luxury travel (21%).

Those without children are more likely
to use trains (20%) or buses/coaches
(15%) as part of their next trip.

32

Millennials aged 18-34yrs are more
likely to plan on using a campervan
(11%), motorcycle (6%) or bicycle (5%).
16

15
11

9
5

Car (private)

Plane

Hire car

Train

On foot

Bus/Coach

Campervan

4

Ferry/Boat

3

2

Motorcycle

Bicycle

Source: Q15. What mode(s) of transport would you be likely to use when you next travel within Australia for leisure or personal reasons?
Base: Respondents interested in domestic leisure travel (n=1,266)

1
Other
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DOMESTIC LEISURE TRAVEL – TRANSPORT
Self-drive is likely to be the most palatable form of transport in the short term. Feelings about
other modes are polarized with similar levels feeling nervous and confident. Interestingly, there
are more people confident about flying than taking a public bus, taxi or Uber.
How do you feel about using these modes of transport when travelling for leisure?
(% Interested in domestic leisure travel)
Plane

18

Bus

14

Train

7

2 2

9

Very nervous

23

32

25

17

26

25

25

12

Hire car

21

28

15

Taxi / Uber

Your own car

24

21

23

28

27

31

21

A bit nervous

Unsure

Fairly confident

Nervous

Confident

11

42

37

9

42

33

7

40

28

12

38

39

16

25

47

66

4

87

Very confident

There were few differences across the sample, though those who are more confident about driving their own car were younger travellers
aged 18-34yrs (9%), inner-city urbanites (9%) and men (7%).
Source: Q16. How would you feel about using the following modes of transport if travelling within Australia for leisure or personal reasons within the next 12 months?
Base: Respondents interested in domestic leisure travel (n=1,266)
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DOMESTIC LEISURE TRAVEL – ACTIVITIES
Aside from general sight-seeing, food and wine experiences were the most popular activities for
would-be domestic visitors – followed by shopping, nature-based activities and participatory
sports including golf, watersports and snowsports.
Preferred leisure activities
(% Interested in domestic leisure travel)
Sightseeing

56

Food and drink experiences
(e.g. dining out, visiting wineries)

52

Shopping

42

Nature-based activities
(e.g. hiking, climbing)

28

Attend cultural events
(e.g. exhibitions, festivals)

21

Attend sporting events as a spectator

15

Health and wellness
(e.g. health spa, yoga retreat)

14

Participate in sports activities
(e.g. play golf)

12

Water sports
(e.g. surfing, water skiing)
Snow sports
(e.g. skiing, snowboarding)

11
6

Source: Q13. If restrictions allow it, what activities are you likely to participate in when you next travel within Australia for leisure or personal reasons?
Base: Respondents interested in domestic leisure travel (n=1,266)
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PERCEIVED IMPACT OF REGIONAL TRAVEL
There is strong support among regional communities for an increase in domestic visitors, with
70% saying it would have positive impacts and only 8% believing there will be negative impacts.

How do you think your area would be affected if
easing travel restrictions led to a higher than usual
number of visitors?
(% Regional residents)

2

6

22

It would have a very positive
impact for my area

70%

It would have a slightly
positive impact for my area

Overall, there was great consistency of sentiment
across regional communities.
MORE LIKELY TO EXPECT POSITIVE IMPACTS
• Boomers+ aged 55yrs+ (79%)
•

Enjoy travelling to new places (75%)

MORE LIKELY TO EXPECT NEGATIVE IMPACTS
• Infrequent domestic leisure travellers (12%)

40

believe domestic
visitors will bring
positive benefits

30

It would have neither a
positive or negative impact
for my area
It would have a slightly
negative impact for my area
It would have a very
negative impact for my area

Source: Q27. If travel restrictions are lifted to allow travel within Australia but remain in place to prevent overseas travel, it has been suggested that a higher than
usual number of people might visit regional areas. As someone who lives in a regional area, how do you think your area would be affected if this were to happen??
Base: Regional respondents (n=536)
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LEISURE TRAVEL
Overseas
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INTENTION TO TRAVEL OVERSEAS
Two in five people surveyed expect to travel overseas within the next 12 months,
with New Zealand by far the most likely destination.
If restrictions allow it, which country are you likely to visit
when you next travel overseas?

42%
would like to travel
overseas in the
next 12 months

New Zealand

33%

Singapore

14%

United Kingdom

13%

Japan

13%

USA

13%

Thailand

12%

Indonesia (e.g. Bali)

11%

Malaysia

3%

Business /
work-related
reasons

20%

19%

Leisure /
personal
reasons

11%

Italy

9%

Fiji

9%

Hong Kong

8%

India

8%

France

8%

China
Vietnam
Other

7%
6%
15%

Other destinations comprise mostly
Asian and European countries

Source: Q3. If travel restrictions allow it, when do you think you will next travel for... Leisure / Personal – overseas // Business / Work related – overseas? // Q19. If
restrictions allow it, which country/ies are you likely to visit when you next travel overseas?//
Base: All respondents (n=1,523).
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FEELINGS ABOUT OVERSEAS TRAVEL
New Zealand is considered no more risky than travelling interstate within Australia. There is,
however, a lot more apprehension about travelling to other overseas destinations.
Most confident about travelling overseas to…

How are you currently feeling about
travelling to …
(% All respondents)
Nervous

40

Confident

Males
(All destinations)

Work in a tourism
or transport sector
(Non-NZ overseas
destinations)

18-34 years
(Non-NZ
overseas
destinations)

High income earners
(New Zealand as a
destination)

Frequent overseas travellers
(All destinations)

38
14

Most nervous about travelling overseas to…

Females
(All destinations)
35

35

66
Interstate (within
Australia)

55 + years
(Non-NZ overseas
destinations)

New Zealand

Other overseas
destinations

Source: Q23. How are you currently feeling about travelling to…?
Base: All respondents (n=1,523); base sizes vary per sub-group.

Infrequent overseas
travellers
(New Zealand as a
destination)
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TRANS-TASMAN TRAVEL BUBBLE
There is a high degree of awareness of the policy proposal, with a third of respondents interested in
visiting New Zealand and 37% of those interested in doing so within the next six months.

78%

Does the proposed reopening of travel between Australia and New
Zealand make you…?
(% All respondents)

aware of the proposed
Trans Tasman travel
bubble

10

7

A lot less interested

8

32%

22

A little less interested

are more
interested in
visiting NZ

Most likely to be aware:

Does not change your level of interest
A little more interested

53

• Aged 55 years or above (89%)

A lot more interested

• Parents of children aged 18 plus
(89%)
• Regular overseas travellers (82%)
Least likely to be aware:
• Aged 18 to 34 years (64%)
• Parents of children aged 17 years or
younger (71%)
• Lower-income households on
<$40,000 per annum (73%)
• Infrequent overseas travellers (75%)

Assuming restrictions allow it, when do you think you will travel to NZ?
(% All respondents, rebased from those interested in visiting New Zealand)

13%

64

of all Australians interested in visiting
NZ within the next six months

1

2

10

Not interested in Within the next In 1 to 2 months’ In 3 to 6 months’
visiting NZ
month
time
time

14

In 7 to 12
months’ time

8
Not for at least
another year

Source: Q20. Are you aware that the Australian and New Zealand Governments are currently considering reopening travel between the two countries, as part of a
“Trans-Tasman travel bubble”? Q21. Does the proposed reopening of travel between Australia and New Zealand make you more or less interested in travelling to New
Zealand? Base: All respondents (n=1,523); base sizes vary per sub-group.
Q22. Assuming travel restrictions allow it, when do you think you will travel to New Zealand? Base: Respondents interested in visiting NZ (n=559).
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APPENDIX
Sample profile
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SAMPLE OVERVIEW – DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE
Unweighted proportions within sample. The sample was weighted on these attributes to match
ABS population statistics (Census 2016).
Age (%)
18 to 24 years

8

25 to 29 years

Female

State / Territory (%)

Male

11

30 to 34 years

13

35 to 39 years

10

40 to 44 years

8

45 to 49 years

8

50 to 54 years

9

55 to 59 years

7%
(110)
49

51

15%
(225)

10%
(153)

15%
(225)

7

60 to 64 years

17%
(258)

9

65 to 69 years

7

70 to 74 years

7

75 years or over

Gender identity
(%)

10%
(150)

3

Is the area where you live…? (%)
10%
(151)
30

35
17

11

Capital city – Capital city – Major regional
Smaller
inner suburbs outer suburbs city or town regional town
or locality

Note: Proportions shown above are unweighted.

16%
(251)

6
Rural area
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SAMPLE OVERVIEW – OTHER CHARACTERISTICS
Analysis has focused on these subgroups to identify where differences exist.
Household income (%)
Low (Under $40k)

Mid ($40k - $100k)

Parent (%)
High (Over $100k)

13%
40
31

25

27

6

10

12

0-2 years 3-5 years 6-11 years

12

12-17
years

40

18 years
or older

Work in tourism or
transport sector
(Hospitality,
Accommodation,
Transport, Aviation)

No, I am
not a
parent

Travel attitudes (%)
I rarely travel for business / workrelated reasons

83

17

I travel regularly for business / workrelated reasons

I travel within Australia for leisure or
personal reasons rarely

45

55

I travel within Australia for leisure or
personal reasons regularly

I rarely travel overseas

60

40

I travel overseas regularly

I enjoy travelling to new and different
places

68

32

I prefer to travel to familiar places

I am not that interested in travel

21

79

I would like to travel more

I love luxury travel

38

62

I love travelling on a budget

I like to travel alone

51

49

I like to travel as part of a group

Note: Proportions shown above are weighted.
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